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Good Morning Madame Co-chairs and members of the committee, 

 

My name is Ruth Medina, I am a student at the University of Washington Bothell and a member 

of the newly established parent Union at our campus, I am a deferred action student therefore I 

am a Dreamer and amongst all I am a women, I am a mom. 

First of all I would like to thank you, because without the new hope act I would not be fulfilling 

my dream of finishing my education career today but as the law states it, I am only a dreamer 

with hopes! 

I am here today to advocate for all those who have dreams, but not dreams that you never wake 

up from, dreams that can be fulfilled with the support of its government. 

At the moment, parents, especially low income and minority do not have any rights to resources 

that support their retention or encourage them to higher education institutions. 

According to the Washington DCs Institute for women’s policy Research 26% of all 

undergraduate students in the United States or 4.8 million students are raising dependent children 

and 76% of those students are women with high percentages who are below the poverty line. 

In order to retain our states moms in higher education our senate legislatures must create policies 

or laws that give us rights to childcare! Rights to equal access to Education and I don’t just speak 

for myself and as a human rights approach in my circumstances, but I speak to you on behalf of 

all those parents who are also citizens of this country! 

EDUCATED PARENTS WILL RAISE EDUCATED FUTURES and our futures depend on the 

present, and our present depends on the right actions you as our representatives take for us 

TODAY! 

 

Thank you, 

 

Ruth Medina Godina 

 


